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Tuning protein mechanics through an ionic cluster graft from an

extremophilic protein

Katarzyna M. Tycha,b,c, Matthew Batchelora,b, Toni Hoffmanna,b, Michael C. Wilsona,b, Emanuele
Pacib, David J. Brockwellb and Lorna Dougana,b*

Proteins from extremophilic organisms provide excellent model systems to determine the role of non-covalent

interactions in defining protein stability and dynamics as well as being attractive targets for the development of robust

biomaterials. Hyperthermophilic proteins have a prevalence of salt bridges, relative to their mesophilic homologues, which

are thought to be important for enhanced thermal stability. However, the impact of salt bridges on the mechanical

properties of proteins is far from understood. Here, a combination of protein engineering, biophysical characterisation,

single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations directly investigates the role of salt

bridges in the mechanical stability of two cold shock proteins; BsCSP from the mesophilic organism Bacillus subtilis and

TmCSP from the hyperthermophilic organism Thermotoga maritima. Single molecule force spectroscopy shows that at

ambient temperatures TmCSP is mechanically stronger yet, counter-intuitively, its native state can withstand greater

deformation before unfolding (i.e. it is mechanically soft) compared with BsCSP. MD simulations were used to identify the

location and quantify the population of salt bridges, and reveal that TmCSP contains a larger number of highly occupied

salt bridges than BsCSP. To test the hypothesis that salt-bridges endow these mechanical properties on the

hyperthermophilic CSP, a charged triple mutant (CTM) variant of BsCSP was generated by grafting an ionic cluster from

TmCSP into the BsCSP scaffold. As expected CTM is thermodynamically more stable and mechanically softer than BsCSP.

We show that a grafted ionic cluster can increase the mechanical softness of a protein and speculate that it could provide

a mechanical recovery mechanism and that it may be a design feature applicable to other proteins.

Introduction

Mechanical properties, such as strength, toughness and

elasticity, are fundamental considerations for the design of

robust biomaterials.1 In recent years, studies on the

mechanical properties of proteins found in nature have

provided inspiration for the design of biomimetic biopolymers

that have a balance of advanced material properties. 2-4 This

includes the remarkable combination of high mechanical

strength, fracture toughness and elasticity in the muscle

protein titin5-7 and the intriguing mechanical properties of

natural silk fibres.1, 8, 9 These studies are revealing that the

mechanical characteristics of proteins are determined by non-

covalent interactions which define their unique molecular

structure. Understanding the importance and role of these

non-covalent interactions is therefore of critical importance

for the future development of protein- and biopolymer-based

biomaterials. Further inspiration can be gained from

extremophilic organisms, or extremophiles, which have the

ability to survive and thrive in environments that are

considered to be extreme in terms of temperature, pressure,

salinity, pH, radiation, or having low levels of oxygen or

nutrients.10 Organisms that are adapted to high temperatures

are known as thermophiles (having an optimal growth

temperature, TOPT, between ~ 45 and 80 °C) or

hyperthermophiles (TOPT above ~ 80 °C). More complex multi-

cellular organisms can adapt to these environmental

challenges at the tissue or whole-organism level, but micro-

organisms usually adapt at the molecular level. 11 While

proteins expressed by thermophilic and hyperthermophilic

organisms may in some cases be protected against

thermoinactivation by the employment of extrinsic stabilising

compounds, 12 many others are of more considerable interest

as they are able to retain their fold and function at elevated

temperatures.13 These molecules thus offer a unique

opportunity to develop the building blocks for biomaterials

with advanced mechanical properties and extreme resilience

at high temperatures. In addition to their industrial
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applications, these proteins, by their comparison to mesophilic

homologues, (proteins expressed by mesophiles, which have a

TOPT between ~ 20 and 45 °C) offer attractive model systems to

understand the origin of protein stability.

While there is no clear consensus on the specific structural

adaptations that enable proteins from (hyper)thermophiles to

retain their fold and function at elevated temperatures, some

general principles have been obtained through structural

comparisons between thermophiles, hyperthermophiles and

their mesophilic structural homologues. 13-17 Relative to their

mesophilic counterparts, (hyper)thermophiles exhibit: an

increase in the packing density of the hydrophobic core, a

decrease in the length and number of unstructured loop

regions and an increased number or optimised distribution of

salt bridges (bonds between oppositely charged residues that

are sufficiently close to each other to experience electrostatic

attraction).17-19 All of these structural adaptations are thought

to result in more closely-packed structures, secured by

stronger and longer-ranging interactions. A survey of high

resolution structures of eighteen protein family pairs from

mesophilic and thermophilic organisms identified increased

numbers of salt bridges in the thermophilic protein to be the

most common difference.18 Salt bridges in

(hyper)thermophiles are optimised by the presence of specific

pairwise interactions, such as positively and negatively

charged surface amino acid residue pairs, extended ionic

networks or global effects such as the net charge of the

protein. Enhanced thermostability of proteins can thus be

achieved through the optimisation of the long-range

electrostatic interactions in salt bridges. 20, 21

Proteins are dynamic and most are �mechanically soft� as

the forces that maintain their structure are weak. This means

that, while the rate-limiting activation barrier to unfolding is

relatively high, under moderate mechanical forces these

proteins can be extended yet maintain a near-native like state

and return to the native state upon removal of the

perturbation.22 A conceptually attractive idea is that the high

thermal stability of thermophiles is correlated with high

mechanical rigidity (or low mechanical softness) of the protein

matrix. However, research has both supported and questioned

this view.18, 23-27 For example, hydrogen/deuterium exchange

experiments reported enhanced flexibilities of

hyperthermophilic proteins, relative to their mesophilic

counterparts23, neutron scattering experiments measured

larger atomistic fluctuations in thermophilic proteins than

mesophilic proteins,26 while simulations found that a

hyperthermophilic protein exhibited comparable or even

enhanced flexibility with respect to a mesophilic domain under

ambient temperature conditions.27

Given the observed structural adaptations in proteins from

hyperthermophiles and the conflicting views of their

mechanical properties, we wished to directly examine the

impact of specific non-covalent interactions on protein

stability (both thermodynamic and mechanical) and

mechanical softness. Single molecule force spectroscopy

(SMFS) using the atomic force microscope (AFM) is a powerful

technique for examining the mechanical characteristics of bio-

molecules at the single molecule level. 28-31 In SMFS, the force

required to unfold a protein indicates its mechanical stability

(i.e. the force at which the unfolding energy barrier is

overcome) while the sensitivity of the mechanical unfolding

force, FU, to the extension rate can yield coarse insights into

the underlying mechanical energy landscape and,

consequently, protein softness. Specifically, from the speed

dependence of FU, parameters can be accessed which describe

the underlying unfolding energy landscapes of the proteins,

ﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞ らGU* the height of the activation energy barrier and

らxU the distance between the folded state and the transition

barrier on the mechanical unfolding pathway. 29 TｴW デWヴﾏ らxU
provides a measure of the deformation of the native state

before unfolding or the mechanical softness of a protein. A

ﾉ;ヴｪW らxU describes a mechanically soft protein while a small

らxU describes a mechanically stiff protein. In the last decade

this technique has provided valuable insight into the impact of

specific structural adaptations on protein mechanical

stability.32-43 For example, studies have determined the

importance of interactions between residues distal in

sequence,41 packing in the hydrophobic core of a proteins, 40

the role of hydrogen bonds44, solvent accessibility of hydrogen

bonds,45 non-native interactions as well as the identification of

strong and weak sequence motifs in protein families. 38, 42, 45-47

The Ainavarapu group used this technique to show that the

protein SUMO I can withstand less deformation before

unfolding, exhibiting a reduction in mechanical softness upon

the binding of a small polypeptide ligand. 37 A recent survey of

the experimental literature on the mechanical unfolding of

proteins showed a robust correlation between FU ;ﾐS らxU with
mechanically strong proteins (large FUぶ ｴ;┗ｷﾐｪ ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ らxU, and
mechanically weak proteins (small FUぶ ; ﾉ;ヴｪW らxU

48. Using this

SMFS approach to measure the impact of specific non-covalent

interactions on the mechanical properties, FU ;ﾐS らxU, has the
potential to uncover the �design features� of extreme-adapted

proteins.

Here, using a combination of SMFS, fluorescence

spectroscopy and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations we

examine and compare the cold shock protein (BsCSP) from the

mesophilic organism Bacillus subtilis with the benchmarked

cold shock protein B (TmCSP) from the hyperthermophilic

organism Thermotoga maritima.
36, 43 We obtain information

about their thermodynamic and mechanical stability, including

information on FU ;ﾐS らxU, and quantify the importance of salt

bridges. Informed by these studies, we graft an ionic cluster

from TmCSP into BsCSP to make a charged triple mutant (CTM)

protein and measure its thermodynamic and mechanical

stabilities. Our experiments illustrate the remarkable ability of

SMFS to capture previously inaccessible details and

demonstrate the potential in using an ionic cluster graft to

tune biomaterial properties in hyperthermophilic and

mesophilic cold shock proteins.

Methods

Protein engineering and expression
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Three different pairs of protein monomer and polyprotein

constructs were made, purified and characterised. The

polyproteins were constructed using a method we have

recently developed which makes use of Gibson Assembly

cloning.49 The polyproteins were purified using a method

described previously.36 An additional anion-exchange stage

was included to remove any bound DNA or RNA from the CSP.

Accordingly, the protein was bound to a 6 mL Resource Q

column (GE Healthcare) in 20 mM phosphate 50 mM NaCl

buffer and the protein and DNA eluted separately by a NaCl

gradient from 50 mM to 1 M NaCl. For this study, three (His) 6-

tagged chimeric polyprotein constructs, each containing three

domains of a cold shock protein interdigitated with four

domains of I27 (the 27th immunoglobulin-like domain of titin)

were produced: (i) containing the cold shock protein from the

mesophilic organism Bacillus subtilis (BsCSP), (I27-BsCSP)3-I27

(ii) containing the cold shock protein from the

hyperthermophilic organism Thermotoga maritima (TmCSP),

(I27-TmCSP)3-I27 and (iii) containing the mutated protein

which we refer to as a charge triple mutant (CTM) cold shock

protein, (I27-CTM)3-I27. While each polyprotein contains

distinct CSP domains, other features such as the (His) 6 tag,

inter-domain linker sequences, fingerprint I27 domains and

two cysteine residues at the C-terminus are identical (see

Supporting Information). All three proteins were also

expressed as a N-terminal (His)6-tagged monomer and purified

as described above.

Protein thermodynamic stability

Chemically induced unfolding transitions of the cold shock

proteins were followed using a PTI fluorimeter (Photon

Technology International, UK) with a Peltier temperature

control and LPS-100 lamp. Protein samples (0.1 mg ml -1 in 63

mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 containing different

concentrations of GdnHCl as denaturant) were equilibrated at

23 °C overnight before measurements were recorded.

Fluorescence spectra were measured in a 1 cm pathlength

quartz cuvette using an excitation wavelength of 280 nm and

emission range of 320�380 nm with a 1 nm step size.

Unfolding transitions were followed by a change in the

barycentric median (BCM). The BCM �centre of mass� of each

spectrum between 320 nm and 380 nm was calculated by

equation (1) where I(Ȣ) is the fluorescence value at a given

wavelength. Each intensity value is multiplied by the

respective wavelength and the sum of these values divided by

the sum of total intensities.

ெߣ =
σ .ߣ σ(ߣ)ܫ (ߣ)ܫ (1)

The BCM values for each spectrum were plotted against

denaturant concentration ([D]) and the unfolding transition

followed by an increase in BCM due to a shift to a higher

wavelength of the unfolded peak. Differences between the

relative sum of fluorescence intensities of the folded (Ȋ I(Ȣ)F)

and the unfolded (Ȋ I(Ȣ)U) states mean that the BCM signal

does not vary linearly with the fraction of folded protein. This

is corrected using the quantum yield (Q) as detailed in ref. 50

and using equation 2.

ܳ = σ σܨ(ߣ)ܫ ܷ(ߣ)ܫ (2)

Chemical equilibrium curves were fitted to a two-state

unfolding model in Igor Pro (Version 6.34, Wavemetrics, Lake

Oswego, OR) using equation 3 where aF and aU represent the

signal at the start and end of the run and bF and bU represent

the rate of change of signal with guanidine concentration in

the pre-transitional and post-transitional baselines. Q is again

the quantum yield, R is the ideal gas constant and m (the �m-

┗;ﾉ┌Wげぶ ｷゲ ; ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW ふﾉｷﾐW;ヴぶ SWヮWﾐSWﾐIW ﾗa らGU on

denaturant concentration [D]. 51

݂([D]) = (ܽF + ܾF[D])(1ܳ)݁(ିீା[D]ோ் ) + (ܽU + ܾU[D])
1 + (

1ܳ)݁(ିீା[D]ோ் )
(3)

Force spectroscopy

SMFS was performed using an Asylum MFP-3D AFM (Asylum

Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Silicon nitride cantilevers

(MLCT) were obtained from Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA). The

spring constant of each cantilever was calibrated in buffer,

using the equipartition theorem52 and was found to be within

the range of 38 (± 3) pN nm -1. Lyophilized protein (0.1 mg) was

reconstituted to a concentration of 0.2 mg ml -1 in sterile

sodium phosphate buffer (63 mM, pH 7.4) and incubated on a

gold substrate for 10 minutes. Mechanical unfolding

experiments were performed at pulling velocities of 100, 200,

600 and 2000 nm s -1 at room temperature (23 °C) over a

distance of 400 nm. Three datasets, each containing at least 34

total unfolding events were accumulated at each pulling

velocity using a new sample and cantilever for every dataset.

Single molecule force-extension data were filtered to only

include traces where one polyprotein chain was seen to

unfold, characterised by there being seven or fewer unfolding

events. Only traces with a minimum of two I27 unfolding

events, without non-specific unbinding events at high force, or

other sources of noise were used. Given the interdigitated

nature of the polyprotein, the presence of two I27 unfolding

events meant that force would be applied to at least one CSP

domain.36, 43 The force-extension data were subsequently

analysed using in-house software written for Igor Pro.

Analysis of force-extension data

Mechanical unfolding was analysed using a simple two-state

energy landscape which describes the process of converting

from the folded state to the unfolded state of the protein over

a single energy barrier (the transition state (TS)). The

probability of unfolding is governed by the rate of unfolding kU

and the distance from the folded state to the TS along the

ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS ヴW;Iデｷﾗﾐ IﾗどﾗヴSｷﾐ;デWが лxU, following the Zhurkov-Bell
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model.53 Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate

histograms of unfolding forces for protein domains at a

particular pulling velocity and the median values and widths of

these distributions were compared to those generated

experimentally. The pair of kU ;ﾐS лxU values that provided the
best global fit to the experimental data over all pulling

velocities was obtained. The uncertainty in the experimental

data, defined as the standard deviation in the straight line fit

to the dependence of FU on the pulling speed, was used to

quantify the uncertainty in kU ;ﾐS лxU. The range of kU ;ﾐS лxU
values that provided a fit to the data within the experimental

uncertainty gave the value of the uncertainty for each

parameter.

MD simulations

The behaviour of BsCSP, TmCSP and CTM protein was

simulated using a united-atom force field (CHARMM19) and

implicit solvent model (FACTS). An implicit solvent approach

was used both for computational efficiency and to ensure that

the non-equilibrium steered extension of the protein is not

faster then the relaxation of the solvent around the proteins;

also, many simulations could be performed and a statistically

representative unfolding mechanism determined. All

simulations were performed at 300 K, with Langevin dynamics

using a timestep of 2 fs and a friction coefficient of 3 ps -1, and

run using CHARMM.54 A surface tension-like parameter of

0.015 kcal mol-1 Å-2 was used. Trajectory frames were recorded

every 500 steps. Starting structures for simulations were

prepared by performing a steepest descent minimisation (1000

steps) from the PDB structure of 1CSP for BsCSP or 1G6P

(model #1) for TmCSP, followed by a short (20 ps) dynamics

run. The charged triple mutant protein was created by manual

conversion of the appropriate residues (E3R, S48E, T64K) from

the BsCSP structure, incorporating missing atoms using

CHARMM, followed by a steepest descent minimisation/short

dynamics run as before. MD simulations were used to model

the dynamics of the protein in the native state; five

independent 200 ns simulations were performed. To verify the

robustness of these simulations, additional simulations were

run using (i) the same model but modified implicit solvent

parameters, and (ii) an all-atom model with explicit solvent

(see Supporting Information for details and results).

Simulations to mimic constant velocity force spectroscopy

experiments were achieved by applying an external force

between the N-terminal N atom and C-terminal C atom; an

attached �cantilever� being moved away at constant velocity ( v

= 108 nm s-1).55 The spring constant of the cantilever roughly

matched those used in AFM experiments (kc = 30 pN nm-1).

AFM-MD simulations were initiated from each of 20 different

starting structures extracted from the equilibrium simulations.

Wordom (version 21) was used to analyse the trajectories. 56

Secondary structure content values were calculated using

continuous secondary structure assignments �DSSPcont�

averaged for each residue and each trajectory frame. 57 Salt

bridges were quantified using VMD, 58 and defined using a

simple yes/no criterion based on whether the distance

between the centre-of-mass of side chain O or N atoms was

<0.7 nm apart, allowing for salt bridges to be separated by a

gap the size of one water molecule.59 VMD was also used to

locate and quantify hydrogen bonds between strands based on

the criterion of an O�N distance <4 Å and an O�H�N angle

>150°. Snap-shot images were rendered using VMD.

Results

Structural and thermodynamic comparison of BsCSP and

TmCSP. The family of cold shock proteins (CSPs) belong to a

sub-set of the OB (oligonucleotide / oligosaccharide-binding)

class of folds, a protein fold that is found in all kingdoms of

life.60, 61 TｴW ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐゲ aﾗヴﾏ ; éどH;ヴヴWﾉ ゲデヴ┌Iデ┌ヴW Iﾗﾏヮヴｷゲｷﾐｪ aｷ┗W 
;ﾐデｷどヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ;ヴヴ;ﾐｪWS ｷﾐ デ┘ﾗ éどゲｴWWデゲ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デWS H┞ ; 
loop region. Figure 1(a) shows the three-dimensional structure

of BsCSP and TmCSP, illustrating the arrangement of the five

;ﾐデｷヮ;ヴ;ﾉﾉWﾉ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲく Tﾗ aﾗヴﾏ デｴW éどH;ヴヴWﾉが デｴW éどゲｴWWデゲ デ┘ｷゲデ 
and coil to form a closed structure in which the first strand is

hydrogen-bonded to the fourth strand. The two proteins have

high sequence identity (Fig. 1(b)) with 65% residues conserved,

7% added or removed and 28% changed. BsCSP has 19 charged

residues while TmCSP has 24. To assess their relative

thermodynamic stabilities, His-tagged variants of each protein

were over-expressed in E. coli, purified as described above and

subjected to chemical denaturation at equilibrium at room

temperature (Methods). As expected and in agreement with

previous studies 62 the hyperthermophilic TmCSP displayed

greater stability relative to BsCSP (лGU = 25.86 ± 0.63 kJ mol -1

and 11.27 ± 0.65 kJ mol -1, respectively (Fig. 2a and 2b, Table

S4)).

Mechanical unfolding of BsCSP and TmCSP. The mechanical

strength of these homologous proteins was then compared as

the relationship between thermodynamic stability and

mechanical properties of a protein remains unclear. 40, 48 SMFS

experiments were completed using the chimeric polyprotein

(I27-BsCSP)3-I27 (Fig. 2(c)) and compared to previously

obtained mechanical unfolding data for TmCSP in an analogous

scaffold ((I27-TmCSP)3-I27).

Figure 1. (a) The structure of the cold shock protein domain from the mesophilic

organism Bacillus subtilis (BsCSP, PDB code 1CSP) (left) and the structure of the cold
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shock protein B from the hyperthermophilic bacteria Thermotoga maritima (TmCSP,

PDB code 1G6P) (right). Bacillus subtilis has a TOPT of 37 °C and Thermotoga maritima

has a TOPT of 80 °C. (b) Sequence alignment of BsCSP and TmCSP.

Figure 2 (a) Chemical denaturation experiments monitored by fluorescence emission spectroscopy measure the thermodynamic stability of BsCSP (green) and TmCSP (red) at 23

°C. (b) The mesophilic protein BsCSP (green) is thermodynamically less stable than the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP (red) at 23 °C. (c) Mechanically unfolding a cold shock

protein from a mesophilic organism immobilised on a gold substrate in solution using SMFS. Schematic shows an AFM cantilever picking up a polyprotein ((I27-BsCSP)3-I27) that

contains four I27 domains (yellow) and three BsCSP domains (green). (d) A force-extension profile resulting from the mechanical unfolding of the polyprotein at a constant velocity

of 600 nm s-1. In the examples, three CSP proteins unfold (green squares) followed by four I27 proteins (yellow triangles). (e) The scatter plots of CSP- and I27-specific unfolding

forces and inter-peak distances for 45 CSP unfolding events (green squares) and 58 I27 unfolding events (yellow triangles), are shown together with their respective frequency

histograms. Gaussian fits to histograms for each data set are used to obtain a measure of the mode force and inter-peak distance. (f) At a pulling speed of 600 nm s-1 , the

mesophilic protein BsCSP (green) is mechanically weaker than the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP 36, 43 (red).

I27 is included in these constructs to improve expression and

purification of concatenated CSPs and, in addition, this protein

has been extensively investigated using SMFS and

consequently has a known mechanical signature. The force-

extension (FX) experiments were completed at a pulling speed

of 600 nm s-1 and a number of FX traces were recorded.

Example FX traces are shown in Figure 2(d). The saw-tooth

patterns contain two sets of peaks, which differ in both their

height (i.e. unfolding force, Fu) and the distance between each

unfolding peak (xp2p) defined as the distance between

consecutive unfolding peaks at the same force. The xp2p

histogram (Fig. 2(e)) shows two distributions centred around

18.2 nm and 23.8 nm and the force-frequency histogram

shows two distributions around 59 pN and 166 pN. The

unfolding forces and xp2p values are correlated so that two

clusters are visible in force-distance scattergrams (Fig. 2e).

An unfolding peak with a xp2p ~ 24.0 nm and a FU of ~ 166 pN

(±4 pN, standard deviation between the median values of the

triplicate datasets) serves as the mechanical fingerprint for the

I27 variant (C47S, C63S, I27)41 used in this chimeric

polyprotein. 36, 41, 43, 49, 55. Prior to the I27 unfolding events,

unfolding peaks are observed with xp2p and FU values of ~18.2

nm and 59 pN (±1 pN), respectively. This cluster corresponds

to the unfolding of the smaller (and weaker) BsCSP. While the

xp2p is the same as that measured for TmCSP, the FU is 24%

lower (FU,TmCSP ~ 73 pN).36, 43 This reduction in the average

unfolding force (Fig. 2(f)), despite a similar xp2p suggests that

additional interactions are contributing towards an enhanced

mechanical stability in TmCSP. Full datasets including all

histograms and statistics can be found in the Supporting

Information.

Investigating the mechanisms of thermodynamic and

mechanical stabilisation of TmCSP. The data obtained above

shows that the hyperthermophilic cold shock protein TmCSP is

thermodynamically more stable than the mesophilic cold

shock protein BsCSP, and also mechanically more stable at a

pulling speed of 600 nm s -1. To identify which feature(s)

endow TmCSP with these properties we used MD simulations

to compare the structural and dynamic properties of BsCSP
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and TmCSP in the absence of force (to investigate mechanisms

of thermodynamic stabilisation) and under extension to

investigate mechanical stabilisation (Fig. 3(a) and (b)).

Figure 3 (a) MD simulations of each protein reveal the mean number of hydrogen bonds ± the standard deviation (SD, shown as error bars) over the course of five 200 ns

ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ W;Iｴ ヮ;ｷヴ ﾗa éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ｷﾐ TmCSP (red bars), BsCSP (green bars) and CTM (grey bars) (b) Topology diagram of the cold shock protein domain highlighting ionic

ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴ ; ﾏW;ﾐ ヮWヴIWﾐデ;ｪW ﾗII┌ヮ;ﾐI┞ б ヵヰ Х ふﾗヴ;ﾐｪW ﾉｷﾐWゲぶ HWデ┘WWﾐ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ふﾉ;HWﾉﾉWS ヱどヵぶ aﾗヴ TmCSP (red), BsCSP (green) and CTM (grey) over five 200 ns simulations.

The mutated residues are highlighted by yellow boxes in the CTM protein in positions 3, 48 and 64. On average, the total numbers of salt bridges were: TmCSP 6.3 ± 0.3, BsCSP 3.3

± 0.4, and CTM 6.3 ± 0.2. (c) An ionic cluster from the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP (top) is grafted into the mesophile protein BsCSP (middle). The three mutations in CTM

ふHﾗデデﾗﾏぶ ;ヴW SWゲｷｪﾐWS デﾗ aﾗヴﾏ ;ﾐ ｷﾗﾐｷI ﾐWデ┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲヮ;ﾐﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW NどデWヴﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ é ゲデヴ;ﾐS ヱが é ゲデヴ;ﾐS ヴが ;ﾐS デｴW CどデWヴﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ é ゲデヴ;ﾐS ヵく Oﾐﾉ┞ ヴWゲｷS┌Wゲ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾗﾐｷI Iﾉ┌ゲデWヴ ﾏ┌デ;デｷﾗﾐ 
are highlighted, where red depicts a negatively charged residue, blue a positively charged residue and white a residue which is neutral.

In the absence of force, the overall secondary structure of the

デ┘ﾗ ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐゲ ┘;ゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴが ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW éどゲｴWWデ IﾗﾐデWﾐデ 
and similar radii of gyration (Table S1 and Fig. S1). We also

determined that the hydrophobic cores of the proteins are

virtually identical, as discussed in the Supporting Information.

Patterns of flexibility in the proteins were highly correlated, as

ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS H┞ デｴW ヴﾗﾗデ ﾏW;ﾐ ゲケ┌;ヴW aﾉ┌Iデ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ふRMSFぶ ﾗa Cü 
atoms, albeit TmCSP showed slightly reduced fluctuations in

the loop region in comparison to BsCSP (Fig. S2). We

quantified the extent of both hydrogen bond and salt bridge

interactions in the two proteins and found that while the mean

ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ｴ┞SヴﾗｪWﾐ HﾗﾐSゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ ヮ;ｷヴゲ ﾗa éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ふFｷｪく 
3(a)) is largely the same within error, the number of salt bridge

interactions and their locations differ significantly (Fig. 3(b)).

Plotting the salt bridges which have > 50% probability of

occupancy, reveals that there are three such inter-strand salt

bridge interactions in TmCSP compared with just one in BsCSP.

Importantly, the salt bridges provide an additional link

between the terminal strands and strand 4. An increased

number of salt bridges has been observed in other studies of

thermophilic and mesophilic protein homologues. 13, 63, 64

Additional MD simulations using alternative models (including

an all-atom explicitly solvated model) gave very similar results:

the secondary structure, solvent-protected core residues, and

inter-strand hydrogen bonding are very similar, whilst BsCSP

lacks salt bridge interactions between residues on strand 1-4

and 4-5. Details and results of these additional simulations are

given in the Supporting Information (Table S2 and S3, Fig. S3-

S8).

It is well known that the thermodynamic stability of a protein

does not correlate with protein mechanical strength. 40 This is

because the former is a global measure of the difference in

ground state stability at equilibrium while the latter reports on

the kinetic stability of the localised regions of the protein that

resist unfolding (the mechanical clamp). 48 The presence of

additional salt bridges would thus be expected to only increase

the mechanical strength of TmCSP relative to BsCSP if these

stabilised the mechanical clamp of this protein. To assess this

possibility we completed MD simulations of forced mechanical
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unfolding of BsCSP and TmCSP (see Supporting Information for

details). The unfolding pathways for Bs- and TmCSP were

found to be similar and are summarised in Figure 4. For both

BsCSP and TmCSPが ヴ┌ヮデ┌ヴW ﾗa éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ヱどヴ ﾗヴ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ヴどヵ ﾗヴ 
near simultaneous rupture of both underlie the initial peak in

force after which the protein lengthens. Interestingly, ionic

interactions are observed in the equilibrium simulations

described above for TmCSP but not BsCSP across both of these

interfaces (whose relative flux is broadly the same between

the homologues). This suggests that ionic interactions may

increase the mechanical strength of CSPs. We next sought to

test this hypothesis by attempting to enhance the mechanical

stability of BsCSP.

Design of the CTM protein. Based on the data presented

above, we designed a new protein based on the mesophilic

protein BsCSP in which additional features were introduced

mimicking that of the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP.

Based on the theoretical predictions of Motono et al.,62 and

previous studies where the thermodynamic stability of the

mesophilic cold shock protein was tuned by making a range of

amino acid substitutions65-67, we elected to modify the ionic

network of the mesophilic protein BsCSP to more closely

match that of the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP. In order

to achieve this, we mutated a negatively charged glutamic acid

(E) in position 3 to a positively charged arginine (R), a neutral

serine (S) at position 48 to a negatively charged glutamic acid

(E), and a neutral threonine (T) at position 64 to a positively

charged lysine (K). The three substitutions were designed to

aﾗヴﾏ ;ﾐ ｷﾗﾐｷI ﾐWデ┘ﾗヴﾆ ゲヮ;ﾐﾐｷﾐｪ デｴW デWヴﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ふヱ ;ﾐS 
ヵぶ ┗ｷ; デｴWｷヴ ﾏ┌デ┌;ﾉ ｷﾐデWヴ;Iデｷﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴ éどゲデヴ;ﾐS ヴ ふFｷｪゲく ンふHぶ ;ﾐS 
3(c)). The equivalent ionic network in the TmCSP structure is

part of an ionic cluster, thought to be key in stabilising TmCSP

against high temperature denaturation. 62 These mutations

were selected on the basis of three considerations: (i) that the

ゲデ;Hｷﾉｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW Nど ;ﾐS CどデWヴﾏｷﾐ;ﾉ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ｷゲ IヴｷデｷI;ﾉ aﾗヴ 
providing enhanced mechanical stability when a force is

applied from the N- and C-termini, 68 and (ii) that ionic

interactions between charged amino acid side-chains act over

longer distances than hydrogen bonds. 69 Thus, by introducing

ionic interactions between strands 1 (the N-terminal strand), 4

and 5 (the C-terminal strand), which have been identified as

being important in the MD simulations (Fig. 4), we can predict

that we will be forming a structure that is thermodynamically

more stable, and can be deformed more before unfolding

under an applied force.36, 70 MD simulations were performed

for CTM in analogous fashion to those for TmCSP and BsCSP.

The secondary structure, hydrophobic core, RMSF and

patterns of inter-strand hydrogen bonding in CTM were

equivalent to those found in the other CSPs (see Fig. 3(a) and

the Supplementary Information). The only area of real

difference was confirmation of the addition of R3-E48 and E48-

K64 salt bridges to the BsCSP pattern as per the design (Fig.

3(b)). Similar unfolding pathways were also observed for CTM

as for BsCSP/TmCSP in simulations performed under the

application of force (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 MD ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ ヮ;デｴ┘;┞ ﾗa デｴW IﾗﾉS ゲｴﾗIﾆ ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐゲく Tﾗヮﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ Sｷ;ｪヴ;ﾏゲ ﾗa デｴW IﾗﾉS ゲｴﾗIﾆ ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐ Sﾗﾏ;ｷﾐ ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデｷﾐｪ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ヱどヵ aﾗヴ TmCSP

(red, left), BsCSP ふｪヴWWﾐが ﾏｷSSﾉWぶ ;ﾐS CTM ふｪヴW┞が ヴｷｪｴデぶく  TｴW ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ W┗Wﾐデ ﾗII┌ヴゲ ;ゲ ヴ┌ヮデ┌ヴW ﾗa ｴ┞SヴﾗｪWﾐ HﾗﾐSゲ ふS;ゲｴWS ﾉｷﾐWゲぶ ｷﾐ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ヱどヴ ﾗヴ éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ヴどヵ ふゲｴ;SWS 
regions) or near simultaneous rupture of both, identified as an initial peak in force and subsequent lengthening of the protein in the simulations. The flux through each pathway is

shown calculated as a percentage.

Thermodynamic and mechanical stability of CTM. CTM was

generated by encoding the triple amino-acid substitution

described above into the gene for BsCSP. CTM was over-

expressed and purified as described for Bs- and TmCSP. CD

and fluorescence spectroscopies showed that CTM was folded

and subsequent equilibrium denaturation experiments using

fluorescence revealed that CTM displayed intermediate

thermodynamic stability (лGU = 12.34 ± 78 kJ mol -1 at 23 °C,

see Fig. S9 and Table S4) as expected. MD simulations showed

BsCSP and CTM have similar RMSD values for atoms in the

backbone regions relevant to the mechanical clamp of the

proteins (see Supporting Information). Having characterised

the thermodynamic stabilities of all three proteins and having

confirmed that the CTM is stable and folded at room

temperature, we completed SMFS experiments to obtain

information about its mechanical properties. Unfolding the

polyprotein construct containing the CTM ((I27-CTM) 3-I27) at a

constant velocity of 600 nm s -1 revealed the familiar saw-tooth

pattern, where each tooth corresponds to a single protein

domain unfolding (Fig. 5(a)). By examination of the force-

extension curves, we identified a clear mechanical fingerprint

for the unfolding of CTM, again using I27 as an internal

reference in the experiments. Two clusters of correlated FU�

xp2p values were evident once more: events with FU ~ 176 pN

and xp2p ~23.5 nm and events with FU ~ 51 pN and xp2p ~ 18.6

nm (Fig. 5(b)). The first cluster gives the expected force and
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distance values for the reference protein I27. 36, 41, 43, 49, 55 The

second cluster yields a distance value matching that found for

BsCSP and TmCSP (18.2 and 19.0 nm respectively), suggesting

that the mechanical unfolding pathway and the mechanical

clamp region for CTM is the same as that of BsCSP and TmCSP

with an unfolding force of ~51 pN. This force is significantly

lower than that of the hyperthermophilic TmCSP 36, 43 (73 pN)

and, more surprisingly, also lower than that of the mesophilic

BsCSP at this pulling speed (59 pN).

Pulling speed dependence of unfolding force for BsCSP,

TmCSP and CTM. To understand why the CTM variant

appeared to be mechanically destabilised despite the presence

of the ionic cluster, we performed measurements in triplicate

at pulling speeds of 100, 200 and 2000 nm s -1 to obtain the

pulling speed dependence of FU from which information about

the underlying energy landscape could be deduced (Methods).

These data were compared with those obtained previously for

TmCSP under the same experimental conditions. 36 We

recorded FU for each unfolding peak, and constructed separate

histograms for every experiment. The unfolding force

distributions are a consequence of the thermally assisted

stochastic nature of mechanical unfolding and their widths are

a conflation of the underlying energy landscape and

experimental error.71 To obviate these problems we adopted

the robust approach of completing each experiment in

triplicate.41, 43, 48, 49 The histograms were fitted with Gaussian

distributions and the median values of FU for I27 and both

BsCSP and CTM from each of the three replicate experiments

were found (Fig. 5(c), S10, and Tables S5 and S6).

Figure 5 (a) Mechanically unfolding a designed charge triple mutant (CTM) cold shock protein using SMFS. Force-extension profiles resulting from the mechanical unfolding of (I27-

CTM)3-I27 at a constant velocity of 600 nm s-1 and 100 nm s-1. In the example traces, three CTM proteins unfold (grey triangles) followed by four I27 proteins (yellow hexagons). (b)

The scatter plots of CTM- and I27-specific unfolding forces and inter-peak distances for 50 CTM unfolding events (grey triangles) and 74 I27 unfolding events (yellow hexagons) at

600 nm s-1, are shown in combination with their respective distribution histograms. Gaussian fits to histograms for each data set are used to obtain the unfolding force and peak-

to-peak distance. (c) Unfolding force histograms for experiments conducted in triplicate at pulling speeds of 100, 200, 600 and 2000 nm s-1 for the (I27-CTM)3-I27 polyprotein. The

histograms show a clear separation in the distributions of the forces resulting from the mechanical unfolding of I27 and the CTM. Gaussian fits to histograms for each data set are

used to obtain a measure of the unfolding forces.

To examine the pulling speed dependence of FU for each

protein, we plotted the natural logarithm of pulling speed

against the mean FU (calculated from the medians of the

triplicate experiments) for the two populations observed in the

FU histograms. Figure 6(a) shows this plot for the BsCSP, TmCSP

and the CTM proteins, and Figure S11 also includes this plot for

I27 from data on unfolding (I27-TmCSP)3-I27, (I27-BsCSP)3-I27

and (I27-CTM)3-I27. Inspection of the pulling speed

dependence of the unfolding force for all three polyprotein

constructs (Fig. 6(a)) shows that the mechanical hierarchy for

the cold shock proteins from strongest to weakest is TmCSP >

BsCSP > CTM at all pulling speeds. Conversely, the values of FU
for I27 overlay well, which provides an internal control on

comparative force measurements from multiple experiments.

Detailed inspection of FU at each pulling speed (Tables S5 and

S6) does not identify any mechanical hierarchy for the I27 in

the three polyprotein constructs. Therefore, the variation in

forces measured for the cold shock proteins is real. The slope

of the pulling speed dependence (Fig. 6(a)) is steeper for BsCSP

than for TmCSP, meaning that towards lower pulling speeds

the difference in the unfolding force tends to increase.

Interestingly, although the magnitude of the unfolding force

for CTM is less than that of BsCSP at 600 nm s-1, the pulling

speed dependency for CTM more closely resembles that of

TmCSP. Thus, if the trend observed in Figure 6(a) continues, at

lower pulling speeds the unfolding force of CTM will match

and then become larger than that of BsCSP.

Unfolding energy landscape of BsCSP, TmCSP and CTM. From

the speed dependence of the unfolding force we can access

parameters which describe the underlying unfolding energy

ﾉ;ﾐSゲI;ヮWゲ ﾗa デｴW ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐゲが ﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞ らGU* (the height of the
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;Iデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ WﾐWヴｪ┞ H;ヴヴｷWヴぶ ;ﾐS らxU (the distance between the

folded state and the TS barrier on the mechanical unfolding

pathways, see Fig. 6(b).29 TｴW デWヴﾏ らxU provides a measure of

the deformation of the native state before unfolding or the

ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ゲﾗaデﾐWゲゲ ﾗa ; ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐく TｴW ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲ ﾗa らxU, kU and

らGU* (assuming a value of the pre-factor 72 A = 106 s-1) are

shown in Figure 6(b) and Table S7. Note that the value for

TmCSP is different to the previously published value because

of an improved Monte Carlo fit. These results show that the

hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP has a larger activation

energy barrier to unfolding than that of the mesophilic protein

BsCSPく F┌ヴデｴWヴが デｴW ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ┗;ﾉ┌W ﾗa らxU for TmCSP suggests

that this protein is mechanically softer than BsCSP.70 Values

aﾗヴ らxU, kUが らGU* were also obtained for CTM (grey, Fig. 6(b)).

We find that the mechanical stability of CTM is relatively

unchanged from that of BsCSP, as demonstrated by the small

Iｴ;ﾐｪW ｷﾐ デｴW ;Iデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ WﾐWヴｪ┞ H;ヴヴｷWヴ デﾗ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ らGU*.

Figure 6 The pulling speed dependence of the three different cold shock proteins reveals details of their underlying unfolding energy landscape. (a) The unfolding force as a

function of the logarithm of the pulling speed is shown for the cold shock proteins for each of the three polyprotein constructs studied. Each set of data points at a given pulling

speed show the median value of the unfolding force for the cold shock proteins from three experiments conducted under the same conditions. The error bars indicate the

standard deviation between the three experiments. Solid lines show the line of best fit to the data. Dashed lines show the Monte Carlo fits to the experimental data. (b)

SIｴWﾏ;デｷIゲ ﾗa デｴW WﾐWヴｪ┞ ﾉ;ﾐSゲI;ヮW ┘ｷデｴ ヮ;ヴ;ﾏWデWヴゲ ﾗHデ;ｷﾐWS ┌ゲｷﾐｪ デｴW W┝ヮWヴｷﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲく TｴWゲW ｷﾐIﾉ┌SW デｴW ;Iデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ WﾐWヴｪ┞ H;ヴヴｷWヴ ｴWｷｪｴデ ふлG*) and the distance to the

┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲデ;デW ふлxU).

Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが ┘W ｴ;┗W ﾏ;SW ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデ Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ デﾗ らxU where we

ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴW ;ﾐ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲW aヴﾗﾏ らxU = 0.45 to 0.62 nm (~38%). A

ﾉ;ヴｪWヴ らxU can be interpreted as the protein having a

mechanically softer structure, and therefore being able to

sustain a greater deformation before unfolding. 70 Note, the

Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ ﾗHゲWヴ┗WS ｷﾐ らxU and kU for the CSP variants contrast

with the similar values calculated for the I27 domains present

in each scaffold (Table S7).

Discussion

The geometry of the SMFS protein unfolding experiments

allows us to define and determine an equivalent �spring

constant� of the protein when slightly deformed from its

native state under the effect of a force applied to its termini.
37, 43, 70 From the free energy plots in Figure 6(b) it is possible to

estimate such a spring constant of the protein along the

direction of pulling, using a method described previously. 70

Assuming that the free energy is quadratic in the extension

between the two ends:οכܩ ൌ ͲǤͷܦοݔUଶ (6)

where D is the spring constant of the protein, we obtain D =

0.32 N m-1 for TmCSP and D = 0.60 N m-1 for BsCSP. Therefore,

the hyperthermophilic protein TmCSP is softer at room

temperature than the mesophilic protein BsCSP. Interestingly,

the spring constant of the CTM protein reduces by 45%

relative to BsCSP to a value of D = 0.33 N m-1. How do the

spring constants obtained using SMFS experiments compare

with those from other techniques? Neutron scattering

experiments measure thermal fluctuations of a protein as a

function of temperature and provide access to an effective

mean force constant <k>, reflecting the softness of the

protein.22 Using this approach, values of <k> of the order of

~0.1�1.0 N m-1 have been measured for a number of

proteins.73 In a study on the protein malate dehydrogenase,

the measured value of <k> was an order of magnitude higher

for the hyperthermophilic protein (1.5 N m -1) than for the

mesophilic protein (0.15 N m -1),26 i.e. the mesophilic protein

was softer than the hyperthermophilic protein. So while the

values of <k> are in the same range as our measure of D, the

observed trend in increased softness in the hyperthermophilic

protein is not the same. However, care must be taken in
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comparing D and <k>. While <k> is a measure of the averaged

fluctuations around the ground state of a protein, D is

obtained from SMFS experiments in which the mechanical

unfolding pathway is defined by the direction of the applied

extension. Previous experiments have shown that the

unfolding pathway depends on the pulling geometry, 68 and D

may thus be highly dependent on the pulling direction. 74

Another significant difference is that <k> is obtained by fitting

a slope to the measured mean squared displacement as a

function of temperature, above the dynamical transition, 22

while in the SMFS experiments, D is obtained at a specific

temperature, in this case at room temperature. Given the

dependence of non-covalent interactions on temperature, the

forces in the protein, and the resulting D will be temperature

dependent. Indeed we recently examined the temperature

dependence of the mechanical properties of TmCSP and found

that D decreased by 55% as the temperature increased from 5

°C to 40 °C,43 i.e. the hyperthermophilic protein became even

softer with increasing temperature.

Figure 7 Schematic summary of the results. For each of the three protein domains studied, we have obtained measures of: the free energy difference between the native state and

デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲデ;デW ﾗa デｴW ヮヴﾗデWｷﾐ ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ IﾗどﾗヴSｷﾐ;デW ふらGUゅぶが デｴW aヴWW WﾐWヴｪ┞ SｷaaWヴWﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW ﾐ;デｷ┗W ゲデ;デW ;ﾐS デｴW ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSWS ゲデ;デW ふらGU), and the

Sｷゲデ;ﾐIW HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW ﾐ;デｷ┗W ゲデ;デW ;ﾐS デｴW デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲデ;デW ;ﾉﾗﾐｪ デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ IﾗどﾗヴSｷﾐ;デW ふらxU). Finally, we have identified two key unfolding pathways for each of the

protein domains, and used this information alongside that obtained from previous studies to design modifications to a mesophilic protein structure that provide it with enhanced

thermodynamic stability and mechanically softness under the application of force.

We hypothesize that enhanced mechanical softness may be an

important design feature of some hyperthermophilic proteins,

providing them with a mechanical recovery mechanism. This

might be particularly important under extreme high-

temperature conditions. We propose that the measured

increase in the mechanical softness for the CTM protein may

reflect the longer-range interactions which are possible due to

the grafted ionic cluster. Future experiments are planned to

explore other non-covalent interactions to determine their

impact on mechanical softness and to understand the range of

these interactions in the context of protein mechanical

unfolding.

Softness is an essential property of biological scaffolds. 75

Cell behaviour can be controlled by designing material

scaffolds that incorporate specific structural and mechanical

cues. For example, the mechanics of the extracellular matrix

(ECM) has been shown to regulate both short and longer term

cell function such as cell motility76 and recent work has

highlighted the importance of the ECM as the main regulator

of stem cell differentiation.77 Multimodular scaffold proteins

can act as dynamic switches, for example by assembling

proteins into supramolecular complexes, 78 ┘ｴｷﾉW éどゲｴWWデどヴｷIｴ 
silk proteins possess high toughness for biomaterial

applications, such as bone repair. 79 Previous studies have

shown that protein softness can be increased by increasing the

temperature,43, 70 or reduced through protein-ligand binding. 37

Here, we demonstrate that protein softness can be tuned

through the rational inclusion of salt bridges in the protein.

Our experiments illustrate the ability of SMFS to capture

important mechanical properties of proteins and

quantitatively determine the role of specific non-covalent

interactions. Further examination and optimisation of non-

covalent interactions in CSPs62, 65-67 using SMFS could provide a

platform of proteins with specific mechanical stability and

softness. The ability to tune protein mechanical properties

could provide new opportunities to create bespoke scaffolds

for biomaterial applications.

Conclusions

We have used a combination of experimental and

computational techniques to probe the non-covalent

interactions, mechanical and thermodynamic stability of three

proteins: BsCSP, TmCSP and a mutated protein, CTM (Fig. 7). In

all three proteins we find that the hydrogen bonding between

éどゲデヴ;ﾐSゲ ｷゲ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴが ;ﾐS デｴ;デ デｴW ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷI;ﾉ ┌ﾐaﾗﾉSｷﾐｪ 
pathway proceeds through the same mechanism. The

hyperthermophilic TmCSP has a larger number of highly

occupied salt bridges than BsCSP and is both

thermodynamically and mechanically more stable. We observe

that the TmCSP is softer than BsCSP. By adding salt bridge

interactions to the BsCSP we create the CTM protein and

demonstrate that it is thermodynamically stabilised and has

increased mechanical softness (Fig. 7). Therefore, we have

been successful in re-engineering a protein from a mesophilic

organism to exhibit properties more closely mimicking those of

a protein from a hyperthermophilic organism. We have also

demonstrated that longer-range interactions, such as those
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involved in salt bridges, can have a clear effect on the

mechanical softness of a protein structure under an applied

force.
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